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Hindi is an Indo-Irish language spoken mainly in India, as well as in Nepal, Singapore and South Africa. There are about 615 million Hindi speakers worldwide, about half of whom are native speakers. In 2011, there were 612 Hindi speakers in India, 1.3 million Hindi speakers in Nepal, 361,000 Hindi speakers in South Africa (2003) and
50,000 Hindi speakers in Singapore (2017). Hindi at first sight Native name: िह दी (Hindī) Language afloanation: Indo-European, Indo-Iranian, Indo-Aryan, Central Zone, West Hindi, Hindustani, Khariboli Number of speakers: 615 million Spoken in: India, Nepal, South Africa and Singapore First written: 4th century AD System writing:
Devanāgarī script (देवनागरी), Brahmi script Status: Official language of the Federal Government of India; Official language Bihar, Chhattisgarh, Delhi, Haryana, Himachal Pradesh, Jharkhand, Madhya Pradesh, Rajasthan, Uttar Pradesh and Uttarakhand states. Hindi is the main language used in the northern Indian states of Rajasthan,
Delhi, Haryana, Uttarakhand, Uttar Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh, Chhattisgarh, Himachal Pradesh, Jharkhand and Bihar. It is spoken in much of northern and central India alongside other languages such as Punjabi, Gujarati, Marathi or Bengali. In other parts of India, as well as in Nepal, Bangladesh and Pakistan, Hindi is understood. Hindi
is spoken in the Bagmati, Janakpur and Narayani zones in the lowlands of Terai southern Nepal, and is spoken in the eastern South African province of KwaZulu-Natal. Hindi, written in Devanagari's letter, is one of the official languages of the government of India - the other official language is English. Both languages are used in
parliament, the judiciary, in communication between the central government and the state government and for other official purposes. Hindi has close ties to Urdu, Pakistan's main language, which is written in Arabic. Linguists consider Standard Hindi and Standard Urdu to be different formal registers derived from the dialect of Khari Boli,
which is also known as Hindustani. In addition to the difference in writing systems, the other main difference between Hindi and Urdu is that Hindi contains more vocabulary from Sanskrit, while Urdu contains more vocabulary from Persian. At the informal speaking level, there are several significant differences between Urdu and Hindi and
they could be considered single-language varieties. Hindi first began to be used in writing during the 4th century. It was originally written in Brahmi's letter, but as of September 11, 2001, it had been written in a letter. The first printed book in Hindi was John Gilchrist's Hindo-Osta language grammar, which was published in 1796.
Devanāgarī alphabet for Hindi vowels ( वर) and vowel diacritics A snapshot of Hindi vowels शकेब बेग (Mohammad Shakeb Baig) of भोपाल, भारत (Bhopal, India) Consonators ( यजंन) A recording of hindi consonations मुह मद शकेब बेग (Mohammad Shakeb Baig) from भोपाल, भारत (Bhopal, India) Numerals More Hindi numbers Downloads sample
text in Hindi IPA transcription [səbɦiː mənʊʃjõː koː ɡɔːɾəʋ ɔːr əd̪ɦɪkaːɾõ keː maːmleː mẽː dʒənmədʒaːt̪ sʋət̪ənt̪ɾət̪aː pɾaːpt̪ hɛː. ʊnɦẽ bʊd̪ɦːɪ ɔːɾ ənt̪əɾaːt̪maː kiː d̪eːn pɾaːpt̪ hɛː ɔːɾ pəɾəspəɾ ʊnɦẽː bɦaːiːtʃaːɾeː keː bɦaːʋ seː bəɾt̪aːʋ kəɾnə tʃaːhɪeː] Transliteration sabhī manuṣyōṁ kō gaurava aura adhikārōṁ kē māmalē mēṁ janmajāta svatantratā
aura samānatā prāpta hai. Unhēṁ bud'dhi aura antarātmā kī dēna prāpta hai aura paraspara unhēṁ bhā'īcārē kē bhāva sē bartāva karanā cāhi'ē. A recording of this text by Ganesh Deshmukh A recording of this text by मुह मद शकेब बेग (Mohammad Shakeb Baig) from भोपाल, भारत (Bhopal, India) Translation All human beings are born free
and equal in dignity and rights. They are endowed with reason and conscience and should act on each other in the spirit of brotherhood. (Article 1 of the European Convention on The European Convention on The European Convention on Universal Declaration of Human Rights) Thanks to Arvind Iyengar for the above sample text. Hindi
Information | Phrases | Numbers | Word Kinship | Weather | Tongue curlers | Babel Tower | Learning materials | Electronic dicitonaries and translators Links Information about Hindi malaiya/hindiint.html Online Hindi lessons Learn Hindi online with rocket language learn Punjabi and Hindi online More Hindi links Indo-Aryan languages
Awadhi, Assamese, Bengali, Bhojpuri, Chakma, Chhattisgarhi, Dhivehi, Dhundari, Domari, Fiji Hindi, Garhwali, Gujarati, Hajong, Hindi, Indus Kohistani, Kangri, Kashmiri, Konkani, Kotia, Kutchi , Magahi, Maithili, Marathi, Marwari, Modi, Nepali, Odia, Palula, Parkari Koli, Punjabi, Rajasthani, Romani, Saraiki, Sarnámi Hindustani, Sindhi,
Sinhala, Shina, Sourashtra, Sugali, Sylheti, Torwali, Urdu Languages written in the alphabet Devanāgarī Aka-Jeru, Avestan, Awadhi, Balti, Bantawa, Bodo, Bhojpuri, Car, Chhattisgarhi, Dhimal, Dhundari, Dogri, Garhwali, Gondi, Gurung, Hindi, Ho, Jarawa, Kham, Kangri, Kashmiri, Khaling, Konkani, Kurukh, Limbu, Lhomi, Magahi,
Donkey, Maithili, Maldivian, Malto, Marathi, Marwari, Mundari, Newar, Nepali, Onge, Pali, Rajasthani, Sanskrit, Santali, Saraiki, Sherpa , Shina, Sindhi , Sunwar, Sylheti, Tamang, Yakkha, Yolmo Why not share this page: sign up for this ad If you need to type many different languages, Q International Keyboard can help. It allows you to
type almost any language that uses the Latin, Cyrillic or Greek alphabet and is free of charge. If you like this site and find it useful, you can support it by donating through PayPal or Paston or by contributing in other ways. Omniglot is how they make a living. Keep on site: all links to this Amazon.com, Amazon.co.uk and Amazon.fr are
affiliate links. That means I earn a commission if you click on any of them and buy something. So, by clicking on these links, you can help support this site. By OptiLingo • 6 minutes read Evolution of the word 'Hindi' (िह दी) basically started from the Persian Iranian word 'Hendi' meaning Indian or Indian written and spoken in the appropriate
directory as 'Hind' or Hindi. Hindi is the official language used by the people of India. Other spoken languages include English, Tamil, Marathi, Sanskrit, etc. Standard Hindi (मानक िह दी) is written in Devanagari script and shares its roots with Indo-Aryan, Indo-Iranian and Indo-European languages such as Sanskrit, Claw, etc. The Hindi
language represents India's rich culture and heritage which means it could benefit its students in terms of business and communication with more than a billion people on this planet. Here is a step-wise guide on how to learn Hindi writing and reading according to devanagari script. Step 1: How to learn to write Hindi The first step is to
recognize and learn the alphabets of Hindi. The best way to learn Hindi letters is to remember 'abugida' consisting of 36 consonators and 12 vowels. Consonators include inherent vowels that can be changed by different signs of vowels. Learning any language requires time and patience, so the easy way to learn Hindi consonators and
vowels is to divide 48 letters by learning 5 letters a day. It is also considered the best way to learn Hindi letters. Step 2: How to learn to write Hindi quickly An easy way to learn Hindi writing is mentioned in the next steps below. 1. Practice writing vowels and consonators for at least an hour or two a day. 2. Get to know Hindi grammar and
phrases by watching video tutorials. 3. Buy a Hindi dictionary that all the meaning of the word. 4. Take available online language courses that also offer effective techniques on how to learn Hindi and quickly write it. These 4 steps are obviously a very simple way to learn Hindi writing. Step 3: How to learn Hindi reading Reading Hindi
becomes appropriate after visualizing Hindi characters and letters. An easy way to learn Hindi consonations has already been mentioned above, but Hindi is one of those few languages that contain gender-specific words that may sound different while reading and writing. For example, words that end in vowel आ aa are mostly masculine
like larcaia (boy) while words ending in vowel ई ee are mostly feminine like larkee (girl). Step 4: How to learn to read Hindi quickly An easy way to learn Hindi reading is mentioned in the next steps below. 1. Practice by listening to the different audio lessons offered by websites and apps. 2. Get acquainted with Hindi pronouns such as म –
I, for the first face of the singular and हम Hum-Mi, for the first face of the plural. 3. Get acquainted with Hindi verbs such पढ़ना – read and सीखना learn. 4. Try to speak it as much as you can around a group of people in order to get comfortable with Hindi grammar. Step 5: How to learn Hindi writing and reading Together The best possible
and easy ways to learn Hindi writing and reading together are to learn about basic things for example: Days of the week as a Hindi and Devanagari script. Sunday रिववार known as Raveevaar Monday सोमवार known as Somvaar Tuesday मंगलवार known as Mangalvaar Wednesday बुधवार known as Budhvaar Thursday गु वार known as
Guroovaar Friday शु वार known as Shukaravaar Saturday शिनवार known as ShaneevaR Other Hindi terms include time and place, for example: Yesterday कल known as bita kal Today आज known as aaj Sutra कल known as kal Dan िदन known as din Night रात known as raat Step 6 : Practice with a partner Previously discussed steps on how
to learn Hindi and write it through devanagari script, tips on how to learn to write Hindi quickly and how to learn to read Hindi quickly, but the best practice for learning a language is to practice with a partner. Conversational Hindi is the most effective way to improve the Hindi skills of the alphabet and learn about basic Hindi grammar.
Teaching it in a group of people who share a similar interest, that is, to learn Hindi or who also want to know how to learn basic Hindi writing and reading effectively is a great experience. Some examples of introductory phrases in Hindi include: Hi नम ते known as Namastey! Good morning! सु भात known as Shubh Prabhaat! Good evening!
शुभ सं या known as Shubh sundhyaa! Welcome! आपका ह known as Apka swaagat hai. How are you doing? आप कैसे ह ? Known as Aap kaisey hain? I am fine thank you! म ठीक हँु known as Mein theek hoon, shukriya! Thank you! शु ीया (ध यवाद) known as Shukriyaa (dhanyavaad) Tips and techniques for learning Hindi first and foremost, each
language takes enough time to remember and learn. Language learning is not an easy task because its entire formation is enriched with deeper meaning and years of history. You are never afraid to learn a new language, but always keep in mind that the sooner you start, the faster the outcome will be. Learning Hindi requires the same
desire and motivation. The use of these techniques will help further develop skills and disseminate knowledge about hindi language. 1. Type free online lessons, for example; North Carolina State University offers video lessons that include grammar, quizzes and exercises while the University of Pennsylvania covers the basics of Hindi
grammar 2. Buy a good audio and visual textbook that could help in the composition of vocabulary and clean up detailed concepts about grammar and other elements of language. 3. Study Rupert Snell's book on hindi course or basic Hindi language by Richard Delacy and Sudha Joshi. Request more recommendations on different books
and from other Hindi lovers. 4. Read Hindi newspapers, blogs and Hindi literature daily, which includes poets, authors and philosophers. 5. Visit social media sites like Facebook, Linkedin, etc. to get daily updates on changing trends and popular cultural topics. 6. Watch Bollywood movies and subtitle series to understand more about
language. 7. Attend cultural events and meet new friends to experience more about Indian culture and their values. 8. Download language and culture research apps that could help knowledge about native speakers' lifestyles. 9. Interact with native Indian speakers to learn more about their native language. 10. Visit as a tourist and meet
some really cool places in India. More than a thousand people in the world are interested in learning Hindi and improving their speaking skills in Hindi as a country, India is among the few countries leading in almost every aspect of business and life. Life.
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